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The Asian Development Bank (ADB) reported that Asia will

need USD 26 trillion (USD 1.7 trillion annually)[1] by 2030 to

maintain its growth momentum. From the estimated total

investment needs through 2030, South Asia will require
investment valued at 8.8% of its Gross Domestic Product

(GDP). Amidst the challenge of inadequate funding from

private investors and international financial institutions, it is

interesting to note that China came forward to provide some

of it through the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) investments.
The rough estimates for the proposed total budget for the BRI

are USD 1 trillion and USD 1.3 trillion[2]. It is generated by

totaling various announcements over the years. Nevertheless,

despite the constitutional inclusion of BRI,[3] the Chinese

government has never announced an overall budget figure
attached to BRI.[4]

 

The main sources of funding for the BRI-participating projects

included Chinese, development banks, the USD 40 billion Silk

Road Fund, and two large state-owned commercial banks.[5]
China, during the most active years of lending (2014-2017), has

loaned totaling over USD 120 billion for BRI-linked projects.

Later on, China abridged its outbound lending owing to

fragile economic conditions in borrower countries and

mounting BRI debts. 
 

For the year 2021, Chinese engagement through financial

investments and contractual cooperation in the 144 BRI

countries was about USD 59.5 billion. Of this engagement,

about USD 13.9 billion was through investment, and USD 45.6
billion through contracts (partly financed by Chinese loans).
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However, Chinese BRI engagement has not been even in
all regions. Asian countries continued to receive the

largest share of Chinese BRI investments (around 35% in

2021).[6]

It is observed that the South Asian (SA) countries’
bilateral economic relationship with China has evolved

during the peak lending years. The Chinese investment

under BRI in SA countries has been analyzed by focusing

on three factors as follows:

▪ Imports from China
▪ External debt to China

▪ Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) - from China
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Since 1945 (WW-II), the United States (US) and Japan

remained primary donors for development projects in Asia.

[7] Considering the ADB’s estimate of the infrastructure

need of Asia and the Pacific, limited funding through
private investors & international financial institutions, the

SA countries valued Chinese investment under the BRI.

 

As per the ‘China Global Investment Tracker,[8] the value of

China’s overseas investment and construction combined is
USD 2.25 trillion (since 2005). The Chinese investment in

BRI recipient countries in South Asia since the launch of

BRI is as follows:
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Pakistan, amid South Asian countries, has been the top
recipient of Chinese official development assistance and

other official flows by the year 2017.

Top beneficiaries of Official Development Assistance (ODA)

and Other Official Flows (OOF) from China (2000-2017)[9]

However, a major portion of BRI investments is comprised

of energy deals. A report said that Pakistan, among BRI

countries, is the largest recipient of energy investments

from 2013 to the first half of 2021, followed by the Russian

Federation.[10]
Besides that, the Organization for Economic Co-operation

and Development (OECD) has listed Pakistan as a high risk

country in SA under the Chinese loans (2013-2020).[11]
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Trade patterns of China and SA

China’s involvement in SA countries has been growing in
terms of cooperation and development. Nonetheless, its

economic interests do not appear to be as great in SA as in

other regions like Africa and the Middle East. By looking at

trade patterns, China is not a top export destination but

has been one of the top sources of imports for SA
countries. It is the largest import destination for

Bangladesh and Sri Lanka, the 2nd largest for Nepal, and

the 3rd largest for the Maldives.[12]

 
Despite Pakistan being the largest recipient of BRI and

Maldives’ growing imports from China, it is reported that

the mega initiative hoists debt risks in 8 countries

including the aforesaid two.[13] However, the overall South

Asia product imports from China increased from 69.26
million in 2013 to 82 million in 2019.[14] The country wise

break down of Chinese import in SA is as follows:
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It is reported that the trade structure of SA and China has

certain competitiveness, but also has a lot of

complementarities. Chinese exports to the region have an

extensive range of categories, export manufactured goods

are the main products. The region’s exports to China are
low-value-added primary products and largely semi-

finished products.[15]

Although China and South Asia trade relations have

substantially increased over the years, a huge trade
surplus seems in favor of China. China’s exports to the

region continued to grow. It expanded from USD 118.03

billion in 2018 to USD 114.97 billion in 2019 with a trade

surplus standing at USD 93.66 billion in China’s favor. The

trade deficit of SA with China increased from USD 8 billion
in 2005 to over USD 90 billion in 2019. All countries in the

South Asia region have a trade deficit with China, the

highest being India with a deficit of USD 58.03 billion,

followed by Bangladesh and Pakistan at USD 16.7 and USD

14.78 billion (2018) respectively.[16]
 

Chinese investment in SA countries under the BRI has

been made in the form of loans and grants. Besides India

and Bhutan which have not yet joined the initiative, the

project-related investments in other SA countries have

contributed to their total debt owed to China.

Debt vulnerability
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In Pakistan, the CPEC is

marred with corruption

and a lack of
transparency in bidding

and tax exemption for

Chinese firms.

China is Sri Lanka's 4th

biggest lender, after
international financial

markets, the Asian

Development Bank and

Japan.

 

Some analysts opined that China under the BRI is laying a

debt trap for recipient countries. A report said that a total

of sixty-eight BRI countries are likely to face debt

problems while eight countries are at risk of debt distress
including Maldives and Pakistan in South Asia.[17] Another

report on debt sustainability in twenty-five countries in

Asia with exposure to BRI projects revealed that Sri Lanka

is at low-to-medium risk of BRI-related debt problems.[18]

Even though the country is most often cited as prey of
China’s debt-trap diplomacy, looking at the debt figure, it

can be said that it has an overall debt management

problem. But it may not be considered as conclusive as it

only provides estimates of Sri Lanka’s debt position and

Chinese investment. Also, Bangladesh and Nepal have
already been cautious[19] in choosing financing methods

for BRI-linked investments.

 

Nevertheless, there are concerns of increasing debt,
opaque bidding, and corruption related to BRI projects in

the region. In Pakistan, the CPEC is marred with

corruption and a lack of transparency in bidding and tax

exemption for Chinese firms.[20] The US has repeatedly

criticized CPEC and warned Pakistan of debt woes[21]
under this mega initiative. But the government of Pakistan

has defended the Chinese investments. A recent report

underlined that around 30%[22] of Pakistan’s foreign debt

is owed to China, including state-owned commercial

banks. It is observed that the Chinese loans to Pakistan are
expensive compared to loans provided by Organization for

Economic Cooperation and Development's Development

Assistance Committee (OECD-DAC) and multilateral

creditors. The average Chinese loan to Pakistan has an

interest rate of 3.76%, a maturity period of 13.2 years, and a
grace period of 4.3 years. On the other hand, a loan from

an OECD-DAC lender like Japan, France, or Germany

carries a 1.1% interest rate and a repayment period of 28

years, much more generous than what China has offered

to Pakistan.[23]
 

China is Sri Lanka's 4th biggest lender, after international

financial markets, the Asian Development Bank and Japan.

It has offered USD1.5 billion[24] credit support to Sri Lanka

amid economic crisis but the country will not be able to
use Chinese loan owing to IMF concerns. Considering the

economic situation, IMF might push the country to include

Chinese credit in the debt stock (to be reschedule) causing

delays in repayment. Not to mention, IMF has criticized[25]

BRI for the lack of transparency, predatory lending, and
unsustainable debt levels.
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Nepal approved the US

backed Millennium

Challenge Corporation
(MCC) pact that aims to

promote infrastructure

development and

poverty alleviation.

Besides that, the US has raised concerns pertaining to
money laundering in China funded Colombo Port City

project. But the government of Sri Lanka and China have

rejected the US’s concerns and asserted transparency of

the project.[26] Meanwhile, Nepal approved the US backed

Millennium Challenge Corporation (MCC)[27] pact that
aims to promote infrastructure development and poverty

alleviation. It is yet to see if MCC would be able to divert

Nepal from the orbit of Chinese funding and would that

aggravate the U.S. – China geopolitical tug-of-war in

Nepal. The increased spending under Chinese led
infrastructure projects in Maldives has been criticized by

rating agencies like Fitch and Moody’s. They marked

Maldives credit rating below investment grade whereas

IMF has warned Maldives of economic distress owing to

increased spending on infrastructure development
projects.[28]

 

However, analyst suggested[29] that western countries or

Japan should offer sound alternatives to Chinese

investment in small South Asian states.

Conclusion

Quantifying Chinese investment under the BRI in the

region is a challenging task. The lack of transparency is

generally observed in all BRI recipients in the region.
Maldives government has cited USD 1.1-1.4 million debt

owed to China while the former president has mentioned

debt higher than the government figure i.e., over USD 3

billion. There is no data available about China Bangladesh

trade after 2015. Even the government of Nepal and China
are not on the same page regarding funding modalities of

BRI-linked investment. Despite the fact that Nepal joined

BRI in 2017, no major development has been made in this

regard. They are currently engaged in the BRI’s project

implementation plan.[30] Principally, there exists no
official definition of what constitutes a BRI project or a

map showing all the projects undertaken under the

umbrella of BRI. In Sri Lanka, though data on high-profile

projects like Hambantota port are accessible from national

sources, there is no firm estimate of cumulative BRI-led
infrastructure investment to date.

 

Moreover, examining the role of BRI in the socio-economic

development of SA countries is confined to limited data.

there is a literature gap about China and SA trade
primarily under the banner of BRI. Neither China nor the

BRI recipient country in the region has publicized or

officially documented the complete detail of projects

being executed with the Chinese investments.

Principally, there exists

no official definition of

what constitutes a BRI
project or a map

showing all the projects

undertaken under the

umbrella of BRI.
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South Asian countries

need to realize intra-

regional trade potential

to reduce dependency

on Chinese investment.

The China-Pakistan

Economic Corridor

(CPEC) is a flagship

project of BRI in
Pakistan but its financial

detail documented on

the official website is

not known to the public.

The China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) is a flagship

project of BRI in Pakistan but its financial detail
documented on the official website is not known to the

public. The estimated cost of projects is available but what

is the share of Chinese investment and loan/assistance in

the cost continues to remain under the cover. So far, CPEC

has created 80,000 jobs and has the potential to create
over 1 million[31] direct jobs under currently agreed

projects. But then again, the position hierarchy/

description of jobs provided to locals under CPEC is vague.

It is unclear whether locals have been recruited at the
entry-level or managerial level. Even the number of jobs

provided to locals is not cited for each project being

executed or completed under CPEC.

 

It is important that the SA signatory of BRI ensure
transparency in disclosing the terms and amounts of

Chinese funding mainly under BRI and develop robust

planning processes to assess new projects in view of socio-

economic cost-benefit analysis. Besides that, SA countries

need to realize intra-regional trade potential to reduce
dependency on Chinese investment.
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